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plane cessna citation xls smartcockpit - the material contained on this site is to be used for training purposes only do not
use it for flight please note that smartcockpit is not affiliated in any way with any airplane manufacturer company, cessna
citation excel jetadvisors com - cessna citation excel description the citation excel is technically a mid sized jet yet it still
fits in the super light jet class its cabin length is 18 7 feet and it can fly up to 1 961 miles 1 704 nautical miles but it can take
off in 3 590 feet and climb to cruise altitude in just 18 minutes performance statistics reminiscent of light private jets, cessna
citation excel 560xl flight manual part 56xfm - aircraft manuals and publications required for any reason other than
historical or research purposes should be obtained from the original equipment manufacturer reference herein to any
specific commercial products by trade name trademark manufacturer or otherwise is not meant to imply or suggest any
endorsement by or affiliation with that manufacturer or supplier, citation xls cessna txtav com - the citation xls combines
transcontinental range first class cabin comfort for up to 12 passengers and remarkable performance efficiency in a beautiful
midsize jet loaded with features generally reserved for a large commercial aircraft the citation xls will take your business
global, cessna citation flightmanuals com - aircraft manuals and publications required for any reason other than historical
or research purposes should be obtained from the original equipment manufacturer reference herein to any specific
commercial products by trade name trademark manufacturer or otherwise is not meant to imply or suggest any
endorsement by or affiliation with that, citation excel clay lacy aviation - the citation excel was designed as follow on
aircraft to the popular citation v ultra it s probably been the most successful new bizjet offering ever with more than 200 firm
orders at this very early stage of the program, ce 560xl excel xls xls federal aviation administration - in accordance with
the following conditions and at the discretion of principal operations inspectors and training center program managers
having airmen certification responsibility for the ce 560xl excel and ce 560xl xls training credit may be allowed for applicants
for a ce 560xl type rating assuming training in either the excel or xls that are ce 500 type rated and have completed an initial
or recurrent course in either the ce 550 bravo or ce 560 ultra within the previous 24 months
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